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THE GLOBAL WAVE FRONT SET

OF TEMPERED OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS

WITH INHOMOGENEOUS PHASE FUNCTIONS

S. CORIASCO AND R. SCHULZ

Abstract. We study certain families of oscillatory integrals I'(a), parametrised
by phase functions ' and amplitude functions a globally defined on Rd, which
give rise to tempered distributions, avoiding the standard homogeneity require-
ment on the phase function. The singularities of I'(a) are described both from
the point of view of the lack of smoothness as well as with respect to the de-
cay at infinity. In particular, the latter will depend on a version of the set of
stationary points of ', including elements lying at the boundary of the direc-
tional compactification of Rd. As applications, we consider some properties of
the two-point function of a free, massive, scalar relativistic field and of classes
of global Fourier integral operators on Rd, with the latter defined in terms of
kernels of the form I'(a).

1. Introduction

In the theory of partial di↵erential equations, an important aspect is the study
of the regularity properties of the solutions u of

(1.1) Au = f,

where A is a linear operator and f is a given distribution. When the functional
setting is the space of tempered distributions, that is, one assumes u, f 2 S 0(Rd),
and A is an elliptic operator with coe�cients independent of the base variable
x 2 Rd, Fourier’s transform methods can easily be applied. This gives, for example,
f 2 S(Rd) ) u 2 S(Rd). The ellipticity assumption can actually be weakened, and
a similar conclusion can be obtained when the symbol of A satisfies a suitable
hypoellipticity condition.

Of course, the situation gets more complicated when the symbol of A explicitly
depends on x, as well as when A is not hypoelliptic, so that, in such cases, (1.1) and
f 2 S(Rn) in general do not imply u 2 S(Rn). It is then interesting to know “where
and how” u fails to belong to S(Rn), or, for instance, to the weighted Sobolev space

Hs,�(Rd) = {u 2 S 0(Rd) : hxisF�1(h.i�û) 2 L2(Rd)},
with F denoting the Fourier’s transform. A convenient way to consider such ques-
tions is to use the global wave front sets introduced by R. Melrose [23], with a
di↵erent approach given in S. Coriasco and L. Maniccia [13], see also, e.g., the
series of papers by S. Coriasco, K. Johansson and J. Toft [10], [11], [12] for the
corresponding analysis in the context of modulation spaces.

2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. 35A18,35S30,35H10.
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2 S. CORIASCO AND R. SCHULZ

In the mentioned papers, such wave front sets are used for performing the above
regularity investigations for pseudodi↵erential operators as well as for Fourier inte-
gral operators defined through symbols belonging to the so-called SG-classes, see,
e.g., [7], [8], [4], [18], [23], [26], [30] for related results and investigations, both on
Rd as well as on (non-compact) manifolds. These topics have undergone an intense
development in the recent years, involving, among the rest, the study of PDEs, non-
commutative traces, spectral asymptotics for self-adjoint operators (see, e.g., [3],
[14], [25] and the references quoted therein). The results in this paper expand this
theory with the spectral analysis of singularities of certain tempered distributions
I'(a) given by generalized oscillatory integrals, in global terms. In short, with a
phase function ' satisfying suitable ellipticity conditions, and a 2 SGm,µ(Rd⇥Rs),
see Sections 2 and 3 below, we define, for any u 2 S(Rd),

(1.2) hI'(a), ui =
ZZ

ei'(x,⇠)a(x, ⇠)u(x) d⇠dx,

and take care of the local properties of the distributions I'(a), as well as, at the
same time, of their behaviour at infinity, in the spirit of [23], [11], [13].

Let us recall some known facts in the context of the global wave front sets that we
will consider, following the approach given1 in [11], [13]. Let B be an appropriate
Banach space, or, more generally, an appropriate Fréchet space of functions or
distributions such that S(Rd) ✓ B ✓ S 0(Rd), and let f be a tempered distribution
on Rd. The global wave front set WFB(f) of f with respect to B, can be defined
as the union of three components

(1.3) WF B(f), WFe
B(f) and WF eB (f),

where WF B(f) agrees with the “local” wave front set which is explained in [11], [27].

In the case B = S(Rd), then WF B(f) is the same as the “classical” Hörmander’s
wave front set (cf. e. g. [22, Sections 8.1–8.3]). We refer to the wave front sets in
(1.3) as the wave front sets (with respect to B) for f of  -type, e-type and  e-type,
respectively.

Roughly speaking, WF B(f) contains information about local singularities with
respect to B and the directions of their propagation. The set WFe

B(f) is essentially

the same as WF B0
( bf) and informs about the directions were the size of f fails to

belong to B near infinity. Here bf is the Fourier transform for f , and B0 is a Banach
or Frechét space related to B. Finally WF eB (f) informs about those directions were
f oscillates heavily at infinity compared to its size.

Therefore, it might not be surprising that, if B is appropriate, then the union
WFe

B(f)
S

WF eB (f), the so-called “exit component” (cf. [13]), explains where f ,

far away from origin, fails to belong to B. Taking into account that WF B(f) = ;, if
and only if f locally belongs to B, it follows that the global wave front set WFB(f)
fulfills

(1.4) WFB(f) = ; () f 2 B

for such B. In the remainder of the paper, we fix B = S(Rd), and we will then
omit it completely from the notation. Results similar to those recalled above can

1Since we will not address the manifold case here, we focus on a standard formulation in terms of
the SG calculus on Rn. See, e.g., [23] for details on the scattering (or SG-)calculus on manifolds.
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be achieved also when B coincides with the weighted Sobolev space Hs,�(Rd), and,
more generally, when B is a (generalised, weighted) modulation space, see [10].

Here we will follow a slightly di↵erent approach, with respect to the one that we
just briefly described. In fact, we will essentially make use of the definition of wave
front space fW = @(Bd ⇥ Bd) given in [7], cfr. also [23], as well as of the concept
of elliptic point (at infinity) for a SG-symbol. This is more convenient in the
present context, and allows for more compact formulations of the assumptions and
of the results. Namely, we will usually not need to distinguish between the three
components of WF(f) described above, except for those situations where such a
distinction is especially relevant, or anyway worth to be pointed out explicitly.

With this in mind, our main result can be formulated, loosely speaking, as
follows: for “admissible” phase function ' and amplitude function a, one has

(1.5) WF(I'(a)) ✓ SP' ,

where SP' is the (generalized) set of stationary points of ' infW (see Section 4 below
for the precise hypotheses and statement). In the article by J. Zahn [34], such an
analysis of oscillatory integrals is carried out with respect to the classical Hörmander
wave front set. Despite the similar inclusion results, the global situation here is more
subtle, and requires additional concepts and investigations to be achieved.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we fix the notation, and recall
the definition and basic properties of symbols and pseudodi↵erential operators in
the SG classes. Moreover, we describe how it is possible to construct a tempered
distribution with a prescribed global wave front set: indeed, in spite of being an
“expected result” and an essential complement of the whole picture in the global
case, this fact looks to have not been proved elsewhere, to the best of our knowledge.
In Section 3, after having described the conditions that the phase function ' and
the amplitude function a must satisy to be “admissible” in the present context,
we illustrate the definition and the basic properties of I'(a). The Section 4 is
devoted to the definition of SP' and the proof of the inclusion (1.5). Examples of
applications of our results are then finally given in Section 5.
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2. Preliminary definitions and results

2.1. Directional compactification of Rd and global wave front set of tem-
perate distributions. We start by recalling some standard notation and concepts,
which we will need in the sequel. In particular, we will make use of the procedure
called directional compactification of Rd, to be able to properly define “asymptotics
at infinity”. This will yield the notion of wave front space introduced, e.g., in [7],
[23], see also [13].

Definition 2.1. Denote by h·i the map Rd ! R : x 7!
p

1 + |x|2. The directional
compactification of Rd is the topological identification (Rd t Sd�1) ⇠= Bd, Bd =
{x 2 Rd : |x|  1}, via

Rd ! (Bd)o : x 7! x

hxi and Sd�1 ⇠= @Bd.

We call an element of the boundary, ! 2 Sd�1, an asymptote or a(n asymptotic)
direction.

Other common notations for the asymptote given by a ray through x 2 Rn \ {0}
are ẋ = x1 := x/|x| 2 Sd�1. The topology of Bd can be characterized as follows:
let V ⇢ Sd�1 open, R > 0, then UV,R := {x 2 Rd|ẋ 2 V, |x| > R} t V is an open
set of Bd. Together with the bounded open sets of Rd, the sets of type UV,R form
a basis for the topology of Bd, and, in particular, we have

@
�

Bd ⇥ Bd
�

=
�

Rd ⇥ Sd�1) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

.

Choosing a cut-o↵ function � 2 C1
c (Rd) with � ⌘ 1 around 0, we may define the

map

C1(Sd�1)⇥ R+ ! C1(Rd) : ( , R) 7!  R(x) = (1� �(x/R)) (x/|x|),

using the one-to-one correspondence between the space C1(Sd�1) and the 0-homogeneous
smooth functions on Rd \{0}. We call the image of  under this map an asymptotic
cut-o↵  R.

As further notation we set, for two functions f, g : X ! [0,1), f(x) & g(x) if
there exists a constant C > 0 such that f(x) � Cg(x) for any x 2 X. The Fourier
transform of u 2 S 0(Rd) will be denoted by bu or F(u).

The following definitions, suitable generalizations of the notion of support, sin-
gular support and wave front set to tempered distributions, are due to Melrose ([24]
and [23]). An equivalent definition, emphasising SG-pseudodi↵erential calculus, is
used in [13] and [8]. Another most notable source on global microlocal analysis and
tempered distributions is [7].

Definition 2.2. The cone support of u 2 S 0(Rd) is a subset of Bd, defined as

Csp(u) := supp(u) [
�

! 2 Sd�1| 9 R > 0,  2 C1 �Sd�1
�

, (!) 6= 0 s.t.  Ru ⌘ 0
 c

(2.1)
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The cone singular support of u 2 S 0(Rd) is a subset of Bd ⇠= Rd t Sd�1, defined as

Css(u) := singsupp(u) [
�

! 2 Sd�1|9 R > 0,  2 C1 �Sd�1
�

, (!) 6= 0 s.t.  Ru 2 S(Rd)
 c

.(2.2)

The (global) wave front set of u is defined as

(2.3) WF(u) = WFcl(u) [ {(!, ⇠) 2 Sd�1 ⇥ Bd|

9 2 C1 �Sd�1
�

, (!) 6= 0, R > 0 s.t. ⇠ /2 Css(d Ru)}c.

where WFcl(u) ⇢ Rd ⇥ Sd�1 denotes the classical (Hörmander’s) wave front set of
u. We sometimes refer to WF(u)\ (Sd�1 ⇥Bd) as the asymptotic part of the wave
front set of u.

Proposition 2.3 (Properties of the global wave front set). Let u in S 0(Rd). Then,

WF(u) ⇢ (Rd ⇥ Sd�1) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1)

is closed. There is a remarkable symmetry under Fourier transformation (cf. [13,
Lemma 2.4.], [22, Theorem 8.1.8], [24, Corollary 12.17]), given by

(2.4) (p, q) 2 WF(u) () (q,�p) 2 WF(bu).

Furthermore

(2.5) ⇡1(WFcl(u)) = singsupp(u), ⇡1(WF(u)) = Css(u).

Proposition 2.3 follows immediately by Definition 2.2. In the sequel, when no
confusion can arise, we will sometimes omit to write explicitly the “base spaces”
Rd, Bd, Sd�1, to shorten the notation.

2.2. Existence of tempered distributions with assigned singularities. In
this subsection we show that it is always possible to find a tempered distribution
T 2 S 0(Rd) with any given global wave front set: to our best knowledge, this
(expected) result has not appeared elsewhere before. The construction is simi-
lar to the classical one by Hörmander in [22, Theorem 8.1.4], which, in fact, will
be used for the non-asymptotic part of the distribution. Thus, the main focus,
in the following argument, is on the asymptotic singularities. A smooth func-
tion with one given asymptotic singularity (!, ✓) 2 Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1 is first defined;
then, the general asymptotic case is achieved, and combined with the construc-
tion given by Hörmander. The basic ingredients of the proof are the identity
Fx!z{f(x) eikx}(z) = F{f}(z � k) and the fact that the Gaussian is an eigen-
function of the Fourier transform.

Definition 2.4. Let !, ⌘ 2 Sd�1, k 2 N. We define fk(.;!, ⌘) 2 S(Rd) as

(2.6) fk(x;!, ⌘) := exp

✓

�1

2
|x� k3!|2 + ik3x · ⌘ � i

2
k6! · ⌘

◆

.

Lemma 2.5. Fx!z

�

fk(x;!, ⌘)
 

= (2⇡)n/2fk(z; ⌘,�!).

Proof. With the Gaussian N(x) = exp
�

� 1
2x

2
�

we have:

fk(x;!, ⌘) = N(x� k3!)eik
3x·⌘� i

2k
6!·⌘.
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Thus

Fx!z{fk(x;!, ⌘)}(z) = Fx!z

n

N(x� k3!)eik
3x·⌘
o

(z) · e� i

2k
6!·⌘

= Fx!z

n

N(x� k3!)
o

(z � k3⌘) · e� i

2k
6!·⌘

=
⇣

Fx!z{N(x)}e�ik3!·.
⌘

(z � k3⌘) · e� i

2k
6!·⌘

= (2⇡)n/2N(z � k3⌘)e�ik3!·(z�k3⌘)e�
i

2k
6!·⌘.

⇤ ⇤

Using the function fk(.,!, ⌘) introduced in (2.6), it is possible to define an ele-
ment of C1 \ S 0 that is rapidly decreasing everywhere except along the direction
!, and whose Fourier transform is rapidly decreasing everywhere except along the
direction ⌘, as we show in the next two Lemmas.

Lemma 2.6. The series
P1

k=0 fk(x;!, ⌘) converges absolutely and uniformly on
each compact set of Rd, and its limit is a function g(.;!, ⌘) 2 C1(Rd) \ S 0(Rd),
bounded together with all its derivatives, and such that Css(g(.;!, ⌘)) = {!}.

Figure 1. The graph of g(x; 1, 1), x 2 R (including 3 peaks)

Proof. Assume x does not lie on the ray given by R+!, i.e. ẋ 6= !. Then, by a stan-
dard scaling estimate, 9 c > 0 s.t. |x�k3!| � c(|x|+k3). Thus, the sum converges
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absolutely and uniformly on any compact set to g(x;!, ⌘) and |x↵fk(x;!, ⌘)|  C↵,
↵ 2 Z+, since

�

�

�

�

�

N
X

k=0

fk(x;!, ⌘)

�

�

�

�

�


N
X

k=0

�

�fk(x;!, ⌘)
�

�


N
X

k=0

exp
⇣

� c

2
(|x|+ k3)2

⌘

.

If ẋ = ! we have
�

�

�

�

�

N
X

k=0

fk(x;!, ⌘)

�

�

�

�

�


N
X

k=0

exp

✓

�1

2
(|x|� k3)2

◆

,

which is bounded with respect to x. The derivatives of g(.;!, ⌘) can be estimated
similarly. Thus g is smooth everywhere, bounded with all its derivatives, rapidly
decreasing along every direction, apart from !. This implies g(.;!, ⌘) 2 C1 \ S 0

and Css(g(.;!, ⌘)) = {!}, as claimed. ⇤ ⇤
Corollary 2.7. Let g(x;!, ⌘) be the function defined in Lemma 2.6. Then,

WF(g(.;!, ⌘)) = {(!, ⌘)}.

Proof. Since, by Proposition 2.3,

⇡1(WF(g(.;!, ⌘))) = Css(g(.;!, ⌘)),

⇡2(WF(g(.;!, ⌘))) = Css(F(g(.;!, ⌘))),

the assertion follows from (2.4), Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6. ⇤ ⇤
Corollary 2.8. For any closed set � ⇢ Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1 there exists T 2 S 0(Rd) such
that WF(T ) = �.

Proof. Take a dense sequence without repetitions {(!l, ⌘l)}l2N ⇢ � and define

(2.7) T (x) :=
1
X

l=0

2�lg(x;!l, ⌘l).

By the properties of g(.;!l, ⌘l) described above, (2.7) yields (by the Weierstrass
M-test) a smooth function which fulfills the requirements. ⇤ ⇤
Lemma 2.9. Let � be closed in Rd ⇥ Sd�1. Then, there exists T 2 S 0(Rd) such
that WF(T ) = � where � is the closure of � in Bd ⇥ Bd.

Proof. Choose, as it is possible, a sequence (xk, ⌘k) 2 � such that every (x, ⌘) 2 �
is the limit of a subsequence and such that |xk| is bounded by log k. Let � 2 C1

c

with b�(0) = 1 and set

(2.8) T (x) :=
1
X

k=1

k�2� (k(x� xk)) e
ik3x·⌘

k .

First of all, we remark that (2.8) is precisely the function defined in the proof of [22,
Theorem 8.1.5]. T is continuous and bounded, thus it is a tempered distribution:
we claim that it fulfills all the required properties.

(1) WF(T ) \
�

Rd ⇥ Sd�1
�

= �.
This is the statement of [22, Theorem 8.1.5] mentioned above.
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(2) WF(T ) \
�

Sd�1 ⇥ Rd
�

= ;.
This is equivalent to the assertion bT 2 C1. First note that

(2.9) bT (⇠) =
1
X

k=1

k�2�d
b�
��

⇠ � k3⌘k
�

/k
�

eixk

·(k3⌘
k

�⇠).

Obviously, the series (2.9) converges absolutely and uniformly, giving bT 2 C,
since b� 2 S ⇢ L1. The same property holds for the series of the derivatives:
in fact, for any ↵ 2 Zd

+,

@↵⇠

h

k�2�d
b�
��

⇠ � k3⌘k
�

/k
�

eixk

·(k3⌘
k

�⇠)
i

2

2 span
h

k�2�d(@� b�)
��

⇠ � k3⌘k
�

/k
�

eixk

·(k3⌘
k

�⇠) k�|�| x�k

i

�+�=↵
,

so, in view of the boundedness of the sequence (log k)q/k, q 2 R, it follows
that the L1-norm of each term in the sum giving @↵ bT is bounded by the
terms of the sequence

C↵ ⇢|↵|
�

b�
�

k�1�d max
�↵

sup
k

h

k�1 (log k)|�|
i

 k�1�d E↵ ⇢|↵|
�

b�
�

,

where C↵, E↵ > 0 are suitable constants, depending only on ↵, and

(2.10) ⇢p(f) =
X

|↵+�|p

sup
x2Rd

�

�x↵@�f(x)
�

� , f 2 S.

Thus bT 2 C1, as claimed.
(3) WF(T ) \

�

Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

= � \
�

Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

.
As WF (T ) is a closed set in Bd ⇥ Bd containing �, the inclusion

� \
�

Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

✓ WF(T ) \
�

Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

is trivial. If Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1 3 (!, ⌘) /2 �, then it is possible to find neigh-
bourhoods U, V ⇢ Sd�1 of ! and ⌘, respectively, such that the closure
of U ⇥ V does not meet � \ (Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1). Choosing asymptotic cut-o↵s
 U ,  V , supported in the interior of U and V , respectively, it is possible
to show, by an argument analogous to the one in [22, Theorem 8.1.5], that
 V F{ UT} 2 S, that is, Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1 3 (!, ⌘) /2 WF(T ).

The proof is complete. ⇤ ⇤

Theorem 2.10. Let � ⇢ @(Bd⇥Bd) be a closed set. Then, there exists T 2 S 0(Rd)
such that WF(T ) = �.

Proof. The argument combines the results proved above. First, Lemma 2.9 yields
a tempered distribution T with classical wave front set � = � \

�

Rd ⇥ Sd�1
�

.
Remember that WF(T ) \ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd) = ;.
Then, define Te with WF(Te) = � \ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd) by repeating the construction of
Lemma 2.9 for �e = � \

�

Sd�1 ⇥ Rd
�

, using Fourier inversion and (2.4). Here we
notice that, by construction,

WF(T + Te) \ [(Rd ⇥ Sd�1) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd)] = � \ [(Rd ⇥ Sd�1) [ (Sd�1 ⇥ Rd)].

Finally, take the distribution T e that Corollary 2.8 yields with

WF(T e) = � e = � \
�

Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1
�

.
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Setting T := Te + T + T e, we then have WF(T ) = �. In fact, by adding up the
three temperate distributions listed above, no asymptotic singularities can cancel,
as WF(T ) is a closed set. The proof is complete. ⇤ ⇤

3. Tempered distributions associated with oscillatory integrals

3.1. SG-symbols and phase functions. We give a definition of SG-symbol
where the variable x and the covariable ⇠ belong to Euclidean spaces of possi-
bly di↵erent dimensions d and s. For more details on the SG-calculus, both for
pseudodi↵erential as well as Fourier integral operators, and its applications, see,
e.g., [1], [7], [3], [4], [8], [9], [14], [18], [25], [26], [29], [30] and the references quoted
therein.

Definition 3.1. A SG-class symbol a of order (m,µ) 2 R2 on Rd ⇥ Rs is a C1-
map a : Rd ⇥ Rs ! C satisfying, for all multiindices ↵ 2 Zd

+, � 2 Zs
+ and suitable

constants C↵,� > 0, for all x 2 Rd, ⇠ 2 Rs,

(3.1) |@↵x @
�
⇠ a(x, ⇠)|  C↵,�hxim�|↵|h⇠iµ�|�|.

Denote the space of all such functions by SGm,µ = SGm,µ(Rd,Rs). Set SG1,µ :=
S

m2R SGm,µ and SGm,1 =
S

µ2R SGm,µ and, accordingly, the space of all SG-
symbols SG(:= SG1,1) :=

S

m,µ2R SGm,µ.

Set also SG�1,µ :=
T

m2R SGm,µ, SGm,�1 :=
T

µ2R SGm,µ and

SG�1,�1 :=
\

m,µ2R
SGm,µ = S(Rd+s).

For each fixed (m,µ) 2 R2 define a family of SG-symbol seminorms k.kp, p 2 Z+,
through the quantities

kakm,µ,↵,� = sup
�↵, ��

sup
(x,⇠)2Rd⇥Rs

|@�x@�⇠a(x, ⇠)|hxi�m+|�|h⇠i�µ+|�|,

a 2 SGm,µ, ↵ 2 Zd
+, � 2 Zs

+.

Remark 3.2. Due to their (asymptotic) homogenety properties, it is easy to see
that the asymptotic cut-o↵s  R introduced in Section 2 are SG-symbols of order
(0, 0).

Proposition 3.3. For each a 2 SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) there exists a sequence {aj}j2N of
symbols in SG�1,�1(Rd,Rs), bounded in SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) and converging to a in

the topology of SGm0,µ0
(Rd,Rs), for any m0 > m, µ0 > µ.

Proof. Confer the proof of [25, Proposition 1.1.5]. ⇤ ⇤
Definition 3.4. A Symbol a in SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) is said to be (globally SG-)elliptic
if there exists R > 0 such that

a(x, ⇠) & hximh⇠iµ for |x|+ |⇠| � R.

Let (p,!) 2 @
�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

. Then a is said to be elliptic at (p,!) i↵ there exists an
open neighbourhood U of (p,!) in Bd ⇥ Bs s.t.

(3.2) 8 (x, ⇠) 2 U \ (Rd ⇥ Rs) : a(x, ⇠) & hximh⇠iµ.
A phase function ' will be called admissible, in the present context, when it is

a real-valued SG-symbol of positive order which satisfies a suitable SG-ellipticity
condition, as explained in the next definition.
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Definition 3.5. An admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function ' is a real-
valued SG-symbol of order (n, ⌫) 2 R2

+ such that, defining

(3.3) ⌘(x, ⇠) := hxi2 |rx'(x, ⇠)|2 + h⇠i2 |r⇠'(x, ⇠)|2,

the non-degeneracy condition2

(3.4) 9R > 0 such that ⌘(x, ⇠) & hxi2nh⇠i2⌫ when |x|+ |⇠| � R

holds true.

Note that the condition (3.4) ensures that ' is a symbol of “genuine” order (n, ⌫),
that is, not of an actually lower one. Later on, we will introduce sets which encode
if one of the summands in (3.3) does not scale as the righthand side of (3.4): as
we will see, such sets will be strictly related to the (global) singularities of the
temperate distributions which we introduce in the next subsection.

3.2. The class of SG-oscillatory integrals. We now show that the admissible
phase functions described above, together with amplitudes from the SG-symbol
classes, give rise to well-defined tempered distributions, in the form of oscillatory
integrals globally defined on Rd.

Definition 3.6. A formal SG-oscillatory integral with inhomogeneous phase func-
tion is an expression of the form

(3.5) [I'(a)](x) :=

Z

Rs

ei'(x,⇠) a(x, ⇠) d⇠,

where ' is an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function and a is a SG-symbol.

Theorem 3.7. With any fixed admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function ' of
order (n, ⌫) we may associate a map

I' : SG1,1(Rd,Rs) ! S 0(Rd),

uniquely determined by the the following properties:

(1) a 7! I'(a) is a linear map;
(2) If a 2 SG�1,�1(Rd,Rs), then I'(a) coincides with the (absolutely conver-

gent) integral (3.5);
(3) the restriction of I' to SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) is a continuous map

SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) ! S 0(Rd).

We call the distribution I'(a) a SG-oscillatory integral.

The outline of this proof is classical, confer [20, Theorem 1.1], [34, Theorem
2.9] and [28, Theorem IX.47]. In [22, Theorem 8.1.9] the analysis is carried out
by means of the stationary phase method. As we need to look at unbounded sets
for the asymptotic part of the wave front set, here we do not follow that approach.
We split the proof of Theorem 3.7 into three steps. First of all, we prove a simple
and useful lemma, which guarantees the existence of a linear di↵erential operator
needed to regularize the oscillatory integral (3.5).

2That is, ⌘ 2 SG2n,2⌫ is elliptic.
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Lemma 3.8. Let ' be a given admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of
order (n, ⌫). Then, there exists uj 2 SG�n+1,�⌫(Rd,Rs), j = 1, . . . , s, vk 2
SG�n,�⌫+1(Rd, Rs), k = 1, . . . , d, and w 2 SG�n,�⌫ (Rd,Rs), such that the linear
di↵erential operator

(3.6) P = u ·r⇠ + v ·rx + w,

with adjoint (with respect to SG�1,�1(Rd,Rs))

(3.7) tPf = �r⇠ · (uf)�rx · (vf) + wf

fulfills

(3.8) tPei'(x,⇠) = ei'(x,⇠).

Furthermore, P is a continuous map

P : SGm,µ(Rd,Rs) ! SGm�n,µ�⌫(Rd,Rs).

Proof. The proof is essentially a SG-variant of, e.g., the one from [34, Lemma 2.10].
Consider the SG-symbol ⌘ introduced in (3.3) and take a cut-o↵ function � such
that � ⌘ 1 for |x| + |⇠|  R and � ⌘ 0 for |x| + |⇠| � R + 1. Then it is easy to
verify that (1� �) ⌘�1 is a SG-symbol of order (�2n,�2⌫). Now set3

u(x, ⇠) = i(1� �(x, ⇠)) ⌘�1(x, ⇠) h⇠i2 r⇠'(x, ⇠) 2 SG�n+1,�⌫ ,

v(x, ⇠) = i(1� �(x, ⇠)) ⌘�1(x, ⇠) hxi2 rx'(x, ⇠) 2 SG�n,�⌫+1,

w(x, ⇠) = (r⇠ · u+rx · v + �)(x, ⇠) 2 SG�n,�⌫ .

By integration by parts (boundary terms vanish, as we consider adjoints w.r.t.
SG�1,�1 = S), it is easy to verify that the operator tP defined in (3.7) is indeed
the adjoint of P with respect to SG�1,�1. It then satisfies

tPei' = �r⇠ ·
�

uei'
�

�rx ·
�

vei'
�

+ wei'

= (�r⇠ · u� iu ·r⇠'�rx · v � iv ·rx'+r⇠ · u+rx · v + �) ei'

=
�

(1� �) · ⌘�1 · ⌘ + �
�

ei' = ei',

where we have used the definition (3.3) of the symbol ⌘. The continuity of P as
an operator from SGm,µ to SGm�n,µ�⌫ is immediate, by the properties of the
SG-symbol classes, see, e.g., [25]: partial di↵erentiation w.r.t. x is a continuous
operation from SGm,µ to SGm�1,µ; similarly, partial di↵erentiation w.r.t. ⇠ is
continuous from SGm,µ to SGm,µ�1 and multiplication by a symbol in SGm0,µ0

is
continuous from SGm,µ to SGm+m0,µ+µ0

. In view of (3.6) and of the definitions
and orders of uj , j = 1, . . . , s, vk, k = 1, . . . , d, and w, the stated continuity of
P : SGm,µ ! SGm�n,µ�⌫ follows. ⇤ ⇤

The next lemma states that the operator P in (3.6) can be used to regularize
a formal SG-oscillatory integral (3.5), and it shows its continuous dependence on
the SG-seminorms of a.

3The notation used in the definition of u and v means that each component of these two vectors
is a SG-symbol of the indicated order.
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Lemma 3.9. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of order
(n, ⌫) and a 2 SG�1,�1(Rd,Rs). Then, the associated formal oscillatory integral
I'(a), defined in (3.5), is a function in S(Rd) that satisfies, for any (m,µ) 2 R2

and each f 2 S(Rd),
|hI'(a), fi|  C kakq ⇢r(f),

with a suitable constant C > 0, the seminorm k · kq on SGm,µ from Definition
3.1, and the seminorm ⇢r(·) in (2.10), where the indices q and r solely depend on
(m,µ).

Proof. That [I'(a)](x) converges for every x 2 Rd and gives a smooth and rapidly
decreasing function in x follows from

�

�

�

�

Z

Rs

ei'(x,⇠) a(x, ⇠) d⇠

�

�

�

�


Z

Rs

|a(x, ⇠)| d⇠,

the rapid decay of a w.r.t. x and ⇠, di↵erentiation under the integral sign and
dominated convergence. Now, by using Lemma 3.8, for a fixed f 2 S and arbitrary
r 2 Z+,

�

�

�

�

Z

Rs⇥Rd

ei'(x,⇠) a(x, ⇠) f(x) d⇠dx| =

=

�

�

�

�

Z

Rs⇥Rd

�

tP
�r

ei'(x,⇠) a(x, ⇠)f(x) d⇠dx

�

�

�

�

=

�

�

�

�

Z

Rs⇥Rd

ei'(x,⇠) P r
�

a(x, ⇠)f(x)
�

d⇠dx

�

�

�

�


Z

Rs⇥Rd

�

�P r
�

a(x, ⇠)f(x)
�

�

� d⇠dx.

Multiplication by f 2 S(Rd
x) is a continuous map SGm,µ ! SG�1,µ. Since

the inclusion map SGm0,µ0
,! SGm,µ, m0  m, µ0  µ, is continuous, a 7!

P r
�

a(x, ⇠)f(x)
�

is a continuous map from SGm,µ to SGm�rn,µ�r⌫ for any r 2 Z+,
and, in particular,

sup
Rd⇥Rs

�

�P r
�

a(x, ⇠)f(x)
�

�

� hxirn�mh⇠ir⌫�µ  E kakq
X

|↵|r

sup
Rd

|@↵f |

 E kakq ⇢r(f),

where E > 0 is a suitable constant, k · kq is a seminorm on SGm,µ, with q 2 Z+

depending solely on r, n, ⌫, and ⇢r(f) is the Schwartz-seminorm (2.10). Thus, for
suitably large r and a constant C > 0, we have, as claimed,

(3.9)
|hI'(a), fi|  E kakq ⇢r(f)

Z

Rs⇥Rd

hxim�rnh⇠iµ�r⌫ d⇠dx

 C kakq ⇢r(f).
⇤ ⇤

Proof of Theorem 3.7. Looking at the proof of Lemma 3.9, we may define, for f 2
S and r large enough (which, for each fixed admissible phase-function ', solely
depends on the order of a),

hI'(a), fi =
Z

Rs⇥Rd

ei'(x,⇠) P r
�

a(x, ⇠)f(x)
�

d⇠dx,
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in a continuous way, see (3.9). That this is indeed a unique continuation of the map
defined by (3.5) for symbols of low enough order and well-defined, independently
of r (when chosen large enough), follows by approximation, using Proposition 3.3.

⇤ ⇤

4. Singularities of tempered oscillatory integrals

4.1. Stationary phase points and global wave front set of SG-oscillatory
integrals. We now define an extension of the notion of stationary points to ad-
missible inhomogeneous phase functions ', which includes asymptotes, and show
below its relation with the global wave front set of the corresponding temperate
oscillatory integrals I'(a), defined in Theorem 3.7.

Definition 4.1. With any admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function ' of order
(n, ⌫), we associate the set M'⇢@

�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

, whose complement is defined as

(4.1) (p,!) 2 M c
' , |r⇠'|2 2 SG(2n,2⌫�2)(Rd ⇥ Rs) is elliptic at (p,!).

Denoting by ⇡M the projection of M' ⇥ Bd ⇢ @(Bd ⇥ Bs) ⇥ Bd onto Bd ⇥ Bd, we
also define the set of stationary phase SP' ⇢ @(Bd ⇥ Bd), given by

(4.2)

SPc
' := {(y, q) | 9U open neighbourhood of (y, q) in Bd ⇥ Bd

9V open neighbourhood of ⇡�1
M (U) such that

|rx'(x, ⇠)� p| & hxin�1h⇠i⌫ + |p|
for any (x, ⇠, p) 2 V \ (Rd ⇥ Rs ⇥ Rd)}.

Both M' and SP' are defined as complements of manifestly open sets, which yields:

Lemma 4.2. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of order
(n, ⌫). Then, M' is a closed subset of Bd ⇥ Ss�1 and SP' is a closed subset of
Bd ⇥ Bd.

Remark 4.3. The characterization of SP' here di↵ers from the one in [34]. The
connection is established in Subsection 4.2, where a geometrical interpretation of
SP' is given.

We can now state our main result:

Theorem 4.4. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of order
(n, ⌫) and let a 2 SG1,1(Rd ⇥ Rs). For the temperate oscillatory integral I'(a),
defined in Theorem 3.7, we have

(4.3) WF(I'(a)) ⇢ SP' .

The first step of the proof of Theorem 4.4 consists in establishing the inclusions
with respect to the projection onto the first component.

Proposition 4.5. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of
order (n, ⌫) and let a 2 SG1,1(Rd⇥Rs). If Csp(a)\M' = ;, then Css(I'(a)) = ;,
that is, I'(a) 2 S(Rd).

Proof. We prove the statement by a regularization argument, cfr., e.g., [34, Propo-
sition 3.3]. Choose first a neighbourhood W ⇢ Bd⇥Bs of Csp(a) whose closure does
not intersect M' . Then, by the definition of M' , |r⇠'(x, ⇠)|2 is elliptic at each
(p,!) 2 W \ @

�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

. By compactness and (3.2), we can then choose a finite
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cover of Csp(a)\@
�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

and obtain a single open neighbourhood U ⇢ Bd⇥Bs

of Csp(a) \ @
�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

such that, on U \ (Rd ⇥ Rs),

(4.4) |r⇠'(x, ⇠)|2 & hxi2nh⇠i2⌫�2.

We then fix a cut-o↵ function �, asymptotically 0-homogeneous as in Subsection
2.1, identically equal to 1 in a neighbourhood U 0 ⇢ U of Csp(a)\ @

�

Bd ⇥ Bs
�

, and
supported in U . By construction, (1 � �)a is compactly supported, which implies
I'((1� �)a) 2 S. To analyze I'(�a), we define

bj(x, ⇠) = i|r⇠'(x, ⇠)|�2 @⇠
j

'(x, ⇠), c(x, ⇠) = r⇠ · b(x, ⇠),
Q = b ·r⇠ + c.

Observe that bj is well-defined on Csp(�), since |r⇠'| is strictly positive on U .
Indeed, by (4.4) we actually have �bj 2 SG�n,�⌫+1, �c 2 SG�n,�⌫ , and

�[ tQei'] = �(�r⇠ · b� ib ·r⇠'+r⇠ · b)ei' = �ei'.

The same of course holds with any SG-symbol of order (0, 0) supported in U in
place of �. We can then conclude by an approximation argument as in Theorem
3.7: using the fact that Q involves only di↵erentiations with respect to ⇠, we can
insert it into the expression of I'( a), and find

I'(�a) = I'(Q
r(�a)) for arbitrary r 2 Z+.

As Q is a continuous map from SGm,µ to SGm�n,µ�⌫ , we can achieve arbitrarily
low order of Qr(�a), by choosing r large enough. Thus I'(�a) 2 S, and therefore
I'(a) = I'(�a)+I'((1��)a) 2 S as claimed (cfr. the proof of Lemma 3.9). ⇤ ⇤
Corollary 4.6. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous SG-phase function of order
(n, ⌫) and let a 2 SG1,1(Rd ⇥ Rs). Then,

Css(I'(a)) ⇢ ⇡1(M').

Proof. Let p /2 ⇡1(M'). Choose a cut-o↵  around p if p 2 Rd, or a suitable
asymptotic cut-o↵ if p 2 Sd�1, whose (cone) support does not intersect ⇡1(M').
Then  I'(a) = I'( a), and the latter belongs to S, by Proposition 4.5. ⇤ ⇤

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let (y, q) 2 (Bd ⇥Bd) \ SP'. By Corollary 4.6, it su�ces to
consider only the points y 2 ⇡1(M'). We have to prove that there exists a pair of
cut-o↵ functions,  y,  q, either localizing around y, q or defined as in Subsection
2.1, nonvanishing on neighbourhoods of y and q, respectively, such that, for p in
the support of  q,

(4.5) |F [ yI'(a)](p)| . (1 + |p|)�N

for arbitrarily high N , and that the lefthand side of (4.5) is smooth. In fact, we
will show this for a 2 SG�1,�1 in the form

|F [ yI'(a)](p)| . kaks(1 + |p|)�N ,

for any p 2 supp( q) and arbitrary N , where k.ks is a seminorm on SGm,µ. Then,
an approximation argument, cf. Proposition 3.3 and the proof of Theorem 3.7,
yields the result.

Let us then assume a 2 SG�1,�1, which can also be chosen supported arbi-
trarily close to M', due to Proposition 4.5. Since (y, q) is non-stationary, we can
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find an open neighbourhood V of ⇡�1
M (y, q), and thus two cut-o↵s  y(x),  q(p),

identically equal to 1 around/along the direction(s) y, q, respectively, and a cut-o↵
 (⇠) such that, on the intersection of the cone support of  y(x) (⇠) q(p) with
Rd ⇥ Rs ⇥ Rd, the function ⌘p(x, ⇠) := |rx'(x, ⇠)� p|2 fullfills

(4.6) ⌘p(x, ⇠) & (hxin�1h⇠i⌫ + |p|)2.

Now observe that the cone support of [1� (⇠)] y(x) does not intersect M'. Thus,
by Proposition 4.5, we can restrict our analysis to a symbol of the form  (⇠)a(x, ⇠).
In the remainder of the proof we thus assume a to be supported in such a way that
(4.6) holds on the support of  q(p) y(x) a(x, ⇠). Now define

bj(x, ⇠, p) = i[⌘p(x, ⇠)]
�1  y(x) (@x

j

'(x, ⇠)� pj),

c(x, ⇠, p) = rx · b(x, ⇠, p),
Q = b ·rx + c.

The operator Q is well-defined on the (cone) support of  q(p)a(x, ⇠), as ⌘p(x, ⇠)
does not vanish or approach zero asymptotically there. We construct the adjoint
of Q as above, with respect to SG�1,�1 = S, and conclude

 q(p)a(x, ⇠)
tQei'(x,⇠)�ix·p =  q(p)a(x, ⇠)·

· [�rx · b(x, ⇠, p)� ib(x, ⇠, p) · (rx'(x, ⇠)� p)

+rx · b(x, ⇠, p)] ei'(x,⇠)�ix·p

=  q(p) y(x) a(x, ⇠) e
i'(x,⇠)�ix·p.

If we pick another (asymptotic) cut-o↵ e y supported in a smaller neighborhood

of y and such that e y y = e y, we see that, by the properties of Q, for arbitrary
r 2 Z+,

(4.7)

�

� q(p)F
h

e yI'(a)
i

(p)
�

� =

=

�

�

�

�

 q(p)

Z

Rd⇥Rs

ei'(x,⇠)�ix·p
e y(x) a(x, ⇠)dxd⇠

�

�

�

�


�

�

�

�

Z

Rd⇥Rs

ei'(x,⇠)�ix·p Qr
�

 q(p) e y(x) a(x, ⇠)
�

dxd⇠

�

�

�

�


Z

Rd⇥Rs

�

�

�

Qr
�

 q(p) e y(x) a(x, ⇠)
�

�

�

�

dxd⇠.

By (4.6), using the fact that di↵erentiation decreases the respective symbol order
by 1, for any (m,µ) there is a seminorm k · ks on SGm,µ such that

�

�

�

Qr
�

 q(p) e y(x) a(x, p)
�

�

�

�

 kakshxim�rn/2h⇠iµ�r⌫/2(1 + |p|)�r/2,

that is, for large enough r the expression in (4.7) is integrable and decays in p faster
than any inverse power. By di↵erentiating under the integral sign, we can show
similar estimates for any derivative with respect to p. This proves the theorem. ⇤

⇤
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4.2. A geometrical interpretation of SP'. We will now give a characterization,
under additional assumptions on the phase function, of the set SP', cfr. [34,
Lemma 3.6]. Assume throughout this subsection that, if (p,!) 2 M', meaning
that h⇠i2|r⇠'(x, ⇠)|2 is not elliptic at (p,!), thus “ not fulfilling the estimate (3.4)
by itself”, then hxi2|rx'(x, ⇠)|2 is elliptic at (p,!).

Lemma 4.7. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous phase function of order (n, ⌫).
Let (y,!) 2 Rd ⇥ Sd�1 and suppose that for any ✓ 2 Ss�1 satisfying (y, ✓) 2 M'

there exists a constant (angle) ↵ > 0 and a constant E > 0 such that ⌧ > E )
\
�

rx'(y, ⌧✓),!
�

� ↵. Then, (y,!) /2 SP'.

Proof. In view of the continuity of ', the above condition holds in a su�ciently
small neighbourhood U of y. If there exist ↵ and E as in the assumptions, we
can find two open cones V,W ⇢ Rd with V \ W = ; such that ! 2 V and
⌧ > E ) rx'(y, ⌧✓) 2 W . Then, a standard scaling inequality yields, for all
(x, ✓, p) 2 U ⇥ Ss�1 ⇥ V such that (x, ✓) 2 M' and ⌧ > E,

|rx'(x, ⌧✓)� p| & |rx'(x, ⌧✓)|+ |p|.
By the ellipticity assumption on hxi2|rx'(x, ⇠)|2 above, using the fact that (x, ✓) 2
M', we see (by possibly enlarging E) that |rx'(x, ⌧✓)| & hxin�1h⌧i⌫ which proves
the claim. ⇤ ⇤
We argue just like above for points in (Sd�1 ⇥ Sd�1) \ SP':

Lemma 4.8. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous phase function of order (n, ⌫).
Assume that for (✓,!) 2 Sd�1⇥Sd�1 there exists an open neighbourhood U ⇢ Bd of
✓ with the property that, for all (x, ⌘) 2 (Rd \ U)⇥ Ss�1 satisfying (x1, ⌘) 2 M',
there exists a constant (angle) ↵ > 0 and a constant E > 0 such that ⌧ > E )
\
�

rx'(x, ⌧⌘),!
�

� ↵. Then, (✓,!) /2 SP'.

For the third component we get:

Lemma 4.9. Let ' be an admissible inhomogeneous phase function of order (n, ⌫).
Assume that for (!, z) 2 Sd�1 ⇥ Rd there exists an open neighbourhood U ⇢ Bd of
! with the property that, for all (x, ⇠) 2 (Rd \U)⇥Rs satisfying (x1, ⇠) 2 M', we
have rx'(x, ⇠)� z 6= 0. Then, (!, z) /2 SP'.

5. Applications

5.1. The two-point function as a generalized oscillatory integral.

Definition 5.1. The two-point function �+ of a free massive (m > 0) scalar
relativistic field on R4 ⇠= R⇥R3 3 (x0,x) is defined by an oscillatory integral I'(a)
such that

• d := 4, s := 3, !(⇠) :=
p

m2 + |⇠|2;
• '(x, ⇠) := �x0!(⇠) + x · ⇠;
• a(x, ⇠) :=

i

4(2⇡)3!(⇠)
.

In [34], the two-point function was already discussed as an example of a gener-
alized oscillatory integral in the local setting, i.e. as a distribution in D0(R4). This
carried over the analysis in [28, Chapter IX], where it was already discussed in the
framework of classical oscillatory integrals. This was achieved by replacing ' by
the homogeneous phase function �x0|⇠|+ x · ⇠ and absorbing the correction terms
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into the symbol, yielding a so-called asymptotic symbol.
To start, one computes from the definition

r⇠'(x, ⇠) = � x0

!(⇠)
⇠ + x and rx'(x, ⇠) = (�!(⇠), ⇠).

With this, it is easy to verify that ' is an admissible inhomogneous SG-phase
function of order (1, 1) and that the following result holds:

Lemma 5.2.

(R4 ⇥ S2) \M' =

=
��

(±|x|,x),±x/|x|
�

�

�x 2 R3 \ {0}
 

[
�

((0, 0), ✓)|✓ 2 S2
 

,

(S3 ⇥ S2) \M' =

=
��

(±1, ✓)/
p
2,±✓

�

�

� ✓ 2 S2
 

,

(S3 ⇥ R3) \M' =

=
��

(±↵,x)/
p

↵2 + x2,±mx/
p

↵2 � x2
�

|x 2 R3, ↵ > |x|
 

.

Remark 5.3. Directions with |x0|2 > |x|2 are called timelike, directions with |x0|2 <
|x|2 are called spacelike. By Proposition 4.5 we see that, while being rapidly de-
caying in spacelike directions, the twopoint-function I'(a) defined above is merely
smooth in timelike directions, and may not be rapidly decaying. In fact, see e.g.
[28, Theorem IX.48], it falls o↵ with an inverse power. This reflects the contribution
to asymptotic growth of non-asymptotic stationary phase points of the oscillatory
integral, which are known, by the method of stationary phase (e.g. [22, Section 7.7]
or [20, Chapter 2]), to produce amplitudes asymptotically behaving as (inverse)
powers.

With the knowledge of M' it is easy to calculate SP'. Therein, x always stands
for arbitrary vectors in R3 \ {0}:
Lemma 5.4.

(R4⇥S3) \ SP' =

=
��

0, (�|x|,x)/
p
2|x|

� 

[
��

(±|x|,x), (�|x|,±x)/
p
2|x|

� 

,

(S3⇥S3) \ SP' =

=
��

(±1, ✓)/
p
2, (�1,±✓)/

p
2
�

�

�✓ 2 S2
 

,

(S3⇥R4) \ SP' =

=
��

(±↵,x)/
p

↵2 + |x|2, (�m↵,±mx)/
p

↵2 � |x|2
�

�

�↵ > |x|
 

[
��

(±1, 0), (�m, 0)
� 

.

The cone singular support and (B4⇥S3)-part of WF (�+) is illustrated schemat-
ically (by projection onto two dimensions) in Figure 2 (excerpted from [31]).

Indeed, observe that the gradient rx�(x, ⇠) = (�!(⇠), ⇠) is independent of x.
Thus, in (4.2) we only need to vary |rx'(x, ⇠)�p| with respect to ⇠ and p variables.
The details are left for the reader.

Remark 5.5. By the change

x
p

↵2 + |x|2
�! k

p

!2
k + |k|2
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Figure 2. The cone singular support and (B4 ⇥ S3)-part of the
wave front set of �+.

(both sides can be seen to be surjective onto {v 2 R3 : |v| < 1/
p
2}), we get an

alternate parametization of (S3 ⇥ R4) \ SP' :

(S3 ⇥ R4) \ SP' =
��

(±!k,±k)/
q

!2
k + |k|2, (�!k,k)

�

�

�k 2 R3
 

.

Theorem 5.6. In the case of the two-point function �+ defined as a tempered,
SG-oscillatory integral, we have WF(�+) = SP' .

Proof. One inclusion follows by Theorem 4.4. For the opposite inclusion, we argue
in three steps, using the properties of the global wave front set of temperate distri-
butions.

The (R4 ⇥ S3)-part (i.e. WFcl(�+)) was determined in [28, Theorem IX.48] by
using Lorentz-invariance.

The (S3 ⇥ S3)-part then follows by the closedness of the global wave front set in
@(B4 ⇥ B4).

The last part can be shown by using the symmetry of the global wave front set
under Fourier transformation, see Proposition 2.3. In fact,

(5.1) d�+(k) =
i

(2⇡)2
�(k0 +

p
m2 + k2)p

m2 + k2
, k = (k0,k),

thus the claim follows by the fact that the wave front set of such a distribution is
the set of normals to its support (see, e.g., [22, Example 8.2.5]) and by the previous
remark. ⇤ ⇤

This agrees with the results obtained in [31, Section 2.3].
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5.2. Fourier integral operators. We recall here the basic notions concerning
classical Fourier integral operators, both on open subsets of Rn as well as on man-
ifolds, to better explain the link with our analysis above. The original theory goes
back to Eskin [19] and Hörmander [21], see also Duistermaat and Hörmander [17],
Grigis and Sjoistrand [20], Hörmander [22] and Sogge [33].

Let X ⇢ Rn
X , Y ⇢ Rn

Y be open domains. A linear operator A : C1
0 (Y ) !

D0(X) is a Fourier integral operator if its kernel KA 2 D0(X ⇥ Y ) is an oscillatory
integral of the form

(5.2) KA(x, y) =

Z

ei�(x,y,✓)a(x, y, ✓)d✓,

where the phase function � 2 C1(X⇥Y ⇥ (RN \{0})) is real-valued and positively
homogeneus of degree one in ✓, and the amplitude function a is a symbol in Sµ(X⇥
Y ⇥ RN ) for some µ 2 R, explicitly

|D↵
✓D

�
xD

�
ya(x, y, ✓)|  CV ;↵��(1 + |✓|)µ�|↵|,

for all multiindices ↵,�, �, and all (x, y) 2 V ⇢⇢ X ⇥ Y , ✓ 2 RN . Then, formally,

(5.3) Au(x) =

ZZ

ei�(x,y,✓)a(x, y, ✓)u(y)dyd✓, u 2 C1
0 (Y ).

Usually, the phase function � satisfies the non-degeneracy conditions

�0y,✓(x, y, ✓) 6= 0 and �0x,✓(x, y, ✓) 6= 0, x 2 X, y 2 Y, ✓ 2 RN \ {0}.

In such a case, A is a bounded operator from C1
0 (Y ) to C1(X), extendable to

a continuous operator A : E 0(Y ) ! D0(X). In particular, if n1 = n2 = N and
�(x, y, ✓) = (x� y) · ✓, A in (5.3) is a pseudodi↵erential operator of order µ.

The “local” definition given above can be extended to manifolds, by means of
the concept of Lagrangian distribution, see, e.g., [21], [22], [33], which we now also
recall. First, let 1H�(Rn), � 2 R, denote the space of all u 2 S 0(Rn) such that
û 2 L2

loc(Rn) and

kuk1H
�

(Rn) =

 

Z

|⇠|1
|û(⇠)|2d⇠

!

1
2

+ sup
j�0

 

Z

2j|⇠|2j+1

|2�j û(⇠)|2d⇠
!

1
2

< 1.

If X is a closed smooth manifold of dimension n, 1H loc
� (X) is defined as the set of

all u 2 D0(X) such that ( u) � �1 is in 1H�(Rn) for any local coordinate system
 : U ⇢ X ! Rn and  2 C1

0 (U).
Then, if ⇤ ⇢ T ⇤X \ 0 is a smooth closed conic (immersed) Lagrangian subman-

ifold, u 2 D0(X) belongs to the space Im(X,⇤) of all Lagrangian distributions of
order m associated with ⇤ if

M
Y

j=1

Pju 2 1H loc
�m�n

4
(X),

whenever Pj are classical pseudodi↵erential operators of order 1 whose principal
symbols pj vanish on ⇤.
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Definition 5.7. Given two smooth closed manifolds X and Y and a smooth closed
conic Lagrangian submanifold ⇤ ⇢ T ⇤(X⇥Y )\0, an integral operator A with kernel
KA 2 Im(X ⇥ Y,⇤) is a Fourier integral operator of order m if ⇤ ⇢ {(x, y, ⇠, ⌘) 2
T ⇤(X ⇥ Y ) \ 0: ⇠ 6= 0, ⌘ 6= 0}. In such case, we will simply write A 2 Im(X,Y ;⇤).

It turns out that, in local coordinates on X and Y , the kernels of Fourier integral
operators are of type (5.2) modulo C1(X ⇥ Y ), with the non-degenerate phase
function � locally parametrizing ⇤, in the sense that, setting

⌃� = {(x, y, ✓) : �0✓(x, y, ✓) = 0} ,

the map (x, y, ✓) 7! (x, y,�0x,y(x, y, ✓)) is a local homogeneous di↵eomorphism of
⌃� onto ⇤. The principal symbol of A can also be invariantly defined.

A calculus for these operators can be established, see [21], [22], [33]. Also,
properties of the adjoint operators and rules for the computation of the principal
symbols of A1 � A2 and A⇤ can be given as well. Other important aspects of the
theory concern the propagation of wave front sets and the boundedness on di↵erent
functional spaces: these can be applied to the study of the regularity of solutions
of Cauchy problems associated with hyperbolic equations, see, for instance, the
celebrated theorems of boundedness of Fourier integral operators by K. Asada and
D. Fujiwara [2] on L2, and by A. Seeger, C.D. Sogge and E.M. Stein [32], [33] on
Lp, 1 < p < 1, respectively, and their corollaries.

5.3. Classes of SG-Fourier integral operators on Rd. One of our motivations
to study the class of tempered oscillatory integrals described in the previous sections
is to use them to give a definition of Fourier integral operator within the SG
framework which is a good, general, local model for Fourier operators on manifolds
with ends or, more generally, on SG-manifolds. The study of Fourier integral
operators defined through elements belonging to the SG-symbol classes started in
Coriasco [8] and [9], and is an interesting field of active research, with developments
in many di↵erent directions. These include, just to mention a few, Andrews [1],
for an approach based on more general phase functions than those appearing in
[8], [9], Cappiello, Rodino [4], for results involving Gelfand-Shilov spaces, Cordero,
Nicola, Rodino [6], [5], for boundedness results on FLp(Rn)comp and the modulation

spaces, Ruzhansky, Sugimoto [29] for the global L2(Rd)-boundedness, Coriasco,
Ruzhansky [15], for the global Lp(Rn)-boundedness, p 6= 2 (see also the references
quoted therein).

A global definition of SG-Fourier integral operator, on manifolds which are Eu-
clidean at infinity, in terms of tempered oscillatory integrals as those described
above is a quite natural idea, but a number of di�culties arise. In fact, we would
then need to control the behavior at infinity of the involved distributions. Moreover,
we would be forced to make use only of certain “admissible” change of variables,
see [30], and also the notion of “smoothing remainder” is di↵erent, compared with
the “classical” situation summarized above. In the sequel, we introduce two classes
of Fourier integral operators on Rd, in terms of temperate oscillatory integrals.
The first one will be a class of Fourier integral operators allowing for phase func-
tion where all variables are connected, e.g. (hxi + hyi)2h⇠i. The disadvantage is
that the approach is not suited to treat pseudodi↵erential operators. The second
class does not have this disadvantage, but only allows for phase functions of type
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'(x, y, ⇠) = 'x(x, ⇠)+'y(y, ⇠). On the other hand, the latter will cover the impor-
tant situation where the involved canonical relation is the graph of a symplecto-
morphism of T ⇤Rd onto itself. The analysis carried over in the next subsection can
then be considered the first step toward a global definition of SG Fourier integral
operators on non-compact SG-manifolds: we plan to fully describe such concept in
a forthcoming paper.

5.4. A first class of SG-Fourier integral operators. First we translate the
approach of [20, Chapter 1] to the global setting of Rd. Having introduced a
notion of an SG-osciallatory integral we can define a corresponding class of op-
erators via the Schwartz Kernel Theorem, which says that there is a bijection
between the distributions K 2 S 0 �Rd

x ⇥ Rd
y

�

and the continuous linear operators
A : S

�

Rd
y

�

! S 0 �Rd
x

�

, (dx, dy) 2 N⇥ N, given by

hAf, gi = hK, f ⌦ gi, f 2 S
�

Rd
y

�

, g 2 S
�

Rd
x

�

.

Then, with the temperate distributions defined in Section 3 we associate an operator
as follows:

Definition 5.8. Set d = dx+dy, Rd
x⇥Rd

y ⇠= Rd
x

+d
y 3 (x, y). Let a 2 SGm,µ(Rd⇥

Rs) and ' an admissible SG-phase function (in the sense of Definiton 3.5). Then
K := I'(a) 2 S 0 �Rd

x ⇥ Rd
y

�

and the associated continuous linear operator A :
S
�

Rd
y

�

! S 0 �Rd
x

�

, is a Fourier integral operator (FIO).

Such an operator can be written formally as

(5.4) Af(x) =

Z

Rd

y⇥Rs

ei'(x,y,⇠)a(x, y, ⇠)f(y) dyd⇠.

Remark 5.9. Note that this approach is not suited to treat SG-pseudo-di↵erential
operators, since '(x, y, ⇠) = (x� y) · ⇠ does not satisfy (3.4).

Our analysis of SG-oscillatory integrals grants us certain facts about the corre-
sponding class of FIOs, as in the classical setting, cfr. [20, Theorem 1.17].

Theorem 5.10. Suppose that the phase function '(x, y, ⇠) of a FIO A is for each
value in x a phase function (of order order (n, ⌫)) in the variables (y, ⇠), namely,
that it satisfies, for some R > 0 (independent of x) and |y|+ |⇠| > R,

hyi2|ry'(x, y, ⇠)|2 + h⇠i2|r⇠'(x, y, ⇠)|2 & hyi2nh⇠i2⌫ .

Then A takes values in C1�Rd
x

�

, that is, A is a linear map from S
�

Rd
y

�

to
C1�Rd

x

�

\ S 0�Rd
x

�

.

If for some R > 0 and |x|+ |y|+ |⇠| > R it even holds

h(x, y)i2|ry'(x, y, ⇠)|2 + h⇠i2|r⇠'(x, y, ⇠)|2 & h(x, y)i2nh⇠i2⌫ ,

then A takes values in S
�

Rd
x

�

.

If instead, for some R > 0 (independent of y) and |x|+ |⇠| > R,

hxi2|rx'(x, y, ⇠)|2 + h⇠i2|r⇠'(x, y, ⇠)|2 & hxi2nh⇠i2⌫ ,

then A is (uniquely) extendable to a continuous map from E 0�Rd
y

�

to S 0�Rd
x

�

.
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If for some R > 0 and |x|+ |y|+ |⇠| > R it even holds

h(x, y)i2|rx'(x, y, ⇠)|2 + h⇠i2|r⇠'(x, y, ⇠)|2 & h(x, y)i2nh⇠i2⌫ ,

then A is (uniquely) extendable to a continuous map from S 0�Rd
y

�

to S 0�Rd
x

�

.

Outline of the proof. By Theorem 3.7, I'(x, ·)(a(x, ·)) is a tempered distribution
for each x. In fact, by following the outline of the proof and di↵erentiation un-
der the integral sign, it is possible to show that, for f 2 S(Rd

y ), the function
hI'(x, ·)(a(x, ·)), fi is smooth (and polynomially bounded together with all its
derivatives). For the stronger version, it is enough to apply the regularizing opera-
tor repeatedly, to acquire arbitrarily fast decay in hxi as in the proof of Proposition
4.5.

Recall that the transpose tA : S
�

Rd
x

�

! S 0�Rd
y

�

is related to A via

hf, tAgi = hAf, gi, g 2 S(Rd
x), f 2 S(Rd

y ),

that is, by interchanging the roles of x and y in the kernel. Then, the second part
follows from the first part by duality. ⇤ ⇤

Example 5.11. Consider '(x, y, ⇠) = (hxi+ hyi)nh⇠i⌫ , n, ⌫ > 0.

5.5. SG-Fourier integral operators of composite type. In this subsection we
will define a class of Fourier integral operators as the composition of two oscillatory
integrals: this class of FIOs will include SG-pseudodi↵erential operators.

Throughout this subsection let (dx, dy, d⇠) 2 N3. Consider a SG-phase function
'y(y, ⇠) 2 SG

�

Rd
y ,Rd

⇠

�

and a SG-symbol ay 2 SG1,1 �

Rd
y ,Rd

⇠

�

. Then, by
Theorem 3.7, the operator

(5.5) Ay⇠ : S
�

Rd
y

�

! S 0�Rd
⇠

�

: f 7! Ay⇠(f) := I'
y⇠

(ay⇠f)

is linear and continuous.

Lemma 5.12. If ry' is globally elliptic, in the sense of (3.2), that is, M'
y

= ;,
then Ay⇠ takes values in S

�

Rd
⇠

�

.
If r⇠' is globally elliptic, then Ay⇠ has a (unique) continuous extension to S 0�Rd

y

�

!
S 0�Rd

⇠

�

. We call a phase function satifying both conditions a regular phase func-
tion.

Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 4.6. The second one follows again
by considering the transposed operator. In fact, let f 2 S

�

Rd
⇠

�

, g 2 S
�

Rd
y

�

. Then,
in the sense of oscillatory integrals,

h tAy⇠g, f i = hg,Ay⇠fi

=

Z

✓

Z

ei'(y,⇠)f(⇠)a(y, ⇠) d⇠

◆

g(y) dy

=

Z

✓

Z

ei'(y,⇠)g(y)a(y, ⇠) dy

◆

f(⇠) d⇠,

by interchanging the roles of y and ⇠, i.e. tAy⇠ = tA⇠y. Thus, if we define the
operator on tempered distributions by duality, the second statement follows from
the first and the density of S in S 0. ⇤ ⇤
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If dy = d⇠, we can further denote the Fourier transforms S
�

Rd
y

�

! S
�

Rd
y

�

and S 0 �Rd
y

�

! S 0 �Rd
y

�

both by Fy⇠ and their inverses by F�1
y⇠ : with this we can

define a class of Fourier integral operators. In fact, if a phase function satisfies one
of the assumptions of the Lemma 5.12, we can compose the corresponding operator
(either from the left or from the right side) with another operator mapping S ! S 0.
In particular, if it is regular we can compose from both sides. Alternatively, we can
compose it with the Fourier transform. In fact, we can transpose with any operator
B mapping S 0 ! S 0 and S ! S continuously. The following Lemma will provide
us with a large class of such operators.

Lemma 5.13. Let � 2 SG1,1(Rd ⇥ Rd) be real-valued, satisfying

hr⇠�(x, ⇠)i & hxi and hrx�(x, ⇠)i & h⇠i.
Then, for any SG-symbol b we can define an operator

B⇠x : S(Rd) ! S(Rd) : f 7! I�(af),

which has a continuous extension mapping S 0(Rd) ! S 0(Rd), by duality. In fact, if
� is a phase function, this operator is identical with the one defined in (5.5).

Proof. We repeat the analysis of Theorem 3.7, this time using the di↵erential op-
erator

V :=
1��⇠

hr⇠�i � i�⇠�
.

For the extension, we prove the statement for the adjoint of the operator, using
symmetry of the assumptions on �. Then, duality yields the statement, as in the
proof of Lemma 5.12. ⇤ ⇤

We call a function � like the one in Lemma 5.13, in analogy to the notation
used in Andrews [1] (where additional conditions are applied to the second order
derivatives), a phase component.

Definition 5.14. Let 'y⇠(y, ⇠) 2 SG1,1 �Rd
y ,Rd

⇠

�

, '⇠x(⇠, x) 2 SG1,1 �

Rd
⇠ ,Rd

x

�

be regular SG-phase functions or phase components and ay⇠ 2 SG1,1 �Rd
y ,Rd

⇠

�

,
a⇠x 2 SG1,1 �Rd

⇠ ,Rd
x

�

. Then a SG-Fourier integral operator of composite type
A is the map A = A⇠x �Ay⇠.

Remark 5.15. Formally, we thus have

Af(x) =

Z

Rd

y

+d

⇠

ei('⇠x

(⇠,x)+'
y⇠

(y,⇠))a(⇠, x)a(y, ⇠)f(y) dyd⇠,

and in the case of the Fourier transform, e.g., 'y⇠(y, ⇠) = ⌥y · ⇠, a(y, ⇠) = 1. We
obtain (SG-)pseudodi↵erential operators by choosing Ay⇠ = Fy⇠ and '⇠x(x, ⇠) =
⇠ · x, i.e. formally

Af(x) =

Z

Rd

y

+d

⇠

ei(x�y)⇠a(⇠, x)f(y) dyd⇠.

Remark 5.16. The transpose of a Fourier integral operator of such a class can thus
be obtained via t(AB) = tB tA.

Example 5.17. Let '(⇠, x) be a phase function of order (1, 1) that satisfies (glob-
ally)

hr⇠�(x, ⇠)i & hxi and hrx�(x, ⇠)i & h⇠i.
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In particular, ' satisfies both conditions of Lemma 5.12. If we set A = A⇠x � Fy⇠,
we obtain the class of Type I operators of [8], that is, formally

Af(x) =

Z

ei'(⇠,x)a(⇠, x) bf(⇠) d⇠.

With this, we can deduce, as in Lemma 5.12 (cfr. [8, Theorem 4 and 5]):

Corollary 5.18. Type I operators map S continuously into itself and can be (uniquely)
extended to a continuous map of S 0 into itself.

If we choose two phase components, we obtain a Type Q-Operator with symbol
ay⇠ + a⇠x. Type Q-Operators were introduced in [1], where the phase components
satified another non-degeneracy condition and the symbols were in all three vari-
ables. Under these assumption, it was proven that the calculus is closed under
adjoints and composition. In the following example we will indicate an operator
which is not of Type Q but treatable as an operator of composite type.

Example 5.19. The solution to the Klein-Gordon-equation

1

c2
@2u

@t2
(t, x) + (��x +m2)u(t, x) = 0 for (t, x) 2 R+ ⇥ R3,

u(0, x) = 0,
@u

@t
(0, x) = f(x) for f 2 S(Rn),

with !(⇠) =
p

m2 + ⇠2 as in Definition 5.1, can be written as

(5.6) u(t, x) =
1

(2⇡)n

Z

ei(hx,⇠i+ct!(⇠))

2i!(⇠)
f̂(⇠) d⇠ � 1

(2⇡)n

Z

ei(hx,⇠i�ct!(⇠))

2i!(⇠)
f̂(⇠) d⇠

This can be understood as the application of a FIO of composite type to f .

5.6. SG-Fourier integral operators and wave front sets. Lemma 5.12 pro-
vided us with the means of continuing the operator Ay⇠ to S 0 by assuming the
ellipticity of r⇠'. This always granted the existence of the composition of the
involved kernels as rapidly decaying functions. But, as we know from the general
theory, under certain assumptions on the wave front set, the composition can be
defined even on distributions. In fact, for the tempered case we have, see [24] and
[23]:

Theorem 5.20. Let T, S 2 S 0(Rd). Then, if (x, p) 2 WF(T ) \ (Rd ⇥ Sd�1) )
(x,�p) /2 WF(T ), their pairing hT, Si is unambiguously defined.

With this we prove the following

Theorem 5.21. Let 'y⇠(y, ⇠) 2 SG1,1 �Rd
y ,Rd

⇠

�

be a SG-phase function, ay⇠ 2
SG1,1 �Rd

y ,Rd
⇠

�

. Then, the operator Ay⇠ can be continuously extended to
�

T 2 S 0 �Rd
y

�

| (x, p) 2 WF(T ) \ (Rd ⇥ Sd�1) ) (x,�p) /2 SP'
⇠y

 

! S 0 �Rd
⇠

�

.

Proof. Let f 2 S
�

Rd
⇠

�

, T 2 S 0�Rd
�

. We define

(5.7) hAy⇠T, fi = hT, tAy⇠fi = hT, I'
⇠y

(a⇠yf)i.
Since, by Theorem 4.4,

WF
�

I'
⇠y

(a⇠yf)
�

⇢ SP'
⇠y

,

Theorem 5.20 allows to conclude that (5.7) gives indeed a well-defined operator, in
terms of pairing of distributions. ⇤ ⇤
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Remark 5.22. Indeed, combining this result with Theorem 5.6 allows us to extend
the operator defined in Example 5.19.
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